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W

alking with giant tortoises, observing blue-footed boobies
perform their mating dance, snorkelling with sea lions, and
watching iguanas feast on flowers aren’t the daily activities
of a paradise resort. But the Galápagos Islands — the
South American archipelago where Charles Darwin gathered the data that
inspired his theory of evolution — aren’t your typical vacation destination.
Made up of volcanic rock, desert-like vegetation, lava formations and
forested highlands, the islands are located 1,000 kilometres from mainland
Ecuador and draw over 100,000 visitors annually, many of whom come
face-to-face with some of the rarest species on earth. If you’re a wildlife
enthusiast, Galápagos will undoubtedly fulfill your vision of paradise.
VOLCANIC LANDSCAPES AND FEARLESS CREATURES
When Darwin arrived to Galápagos in 1835, he was initially unimpressed,
writing, “Nothing could be less inviting than the first appearance. A broken
field of black basaltic lava is everywhere covered by a stunted brushwood,
which shows little sign of life.” While the archipelago, which includes 13 main
islands and seven smaller ones, features a landscape much more raw than you
might expect in the tropics, its dramatic mix of cracked lava, rock pools, cacti
forests, and fertile greenery display a unique beauty that’s almost as thrilling as
the colonies of animals and birds that live amongst it… almost.
Whether you’re watching pink flamingoes searching for krill, sea lions relaxing
on rocks, or flightless cormorants stretching their wings, you’ll be struck by
how unperturbed the animals are by your presence. The islands were never
connected to a major landmass, so all the animals endemic to Galápagos arrived
by swimming or flying. Without large predators around (the giant tortoise is the
biggest creature to settle there), the animals evolved without learning to fear
them. For tourists, this means experiencing a multitude of up-close encounters
and incredible photo opportunities.
Galápagos was granted World Heritage Status in 1978, and 97 per cent of the
area is a national park. Humans inhabit five of the islands, and the growing
population (recorded as 25,124 in 2010) is a threat to the archipelago’s fragile
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THE HIGHLIGHTS No trip to Galápagos would be complete with
seeing the giant tortoises for which the islands were named by early Spanish
explorers. (‘Galapago’ means tortoise in Spanish.) Some companies will
take you to a farm in the highlands of Santa Cruz, where you can see these
endangered creatures — some of which exceed 1.5 metres in length — in
the wild.
Isla Sante Fe boasts one of the best viewing spots for land iguanas, while
San Salvador is home to hundreds of marine iguanas. Fur seals can also be
spotted at San Salvador, and you can swim with them in pools that have
formed under stone archways.
Watch out for nests built by blue-footed boobies on Isla Seymour, one of
Galápagos’ best breeding grounds for seabirds. If you’re lucky, you’ll catch a
male blue-footed booby showing off his feet in a mating dance.
The coast of Plaza Sur is crowded with sea lions. Plenty of land iguanas are
visible, and the island’s black cliffs are home to various seabirds and the rare
Galápagos hawk.
The dark-red sand beach of Rábida is a lounging spot for sea lions, while
further inland, flocks of pink flamingoes can be seen floating on a lake.
Caleta Tortuga Negra (Black Turtle Cove) is a tidal lagoon where green
Pacific turtles mate.
Bartolomé features an outstanding view of craters, fields of dried lava and the
sharply-peaked Pinnacle Rock. Excellent snorkelling around the rock gives
the chance to see penguins as they hunt underwater. On the other side of the
island, observe reef sharks within metres of the waters’ edge.
The largest of the Galápagos Islands, Isabela still has volcanic activity, with
five cones visible. At Tagus Cove you can hike a path to see the island’s lava
fields. Watch colonies of penguins and other seabirds along the cliffs.
Fernandina is the most westerly island in the Galápagos. Because it is so
remote, it’s also one of the least visited, which makes it even more pristine.
Lava flows, the archipelago’s largest colony of marine iguanas, flightless
cormorants, and penguins can all be observed here.
ecosystem. Visitors must be accompanied by a guide, and
the number of people that can visit a site at any given time
is restricted. Itineraries vary between cruise companies, so
it’s wise to consider which sites you most want to see before
booking. If you can, give yourself at least a week to visit —
you’ll need that much time to fully experience the variety of
finned, winged and scaly species that await.

Intrigued? If you take a trip to this spectacular archipelago, keep in
mind it’s essential to be a conscientious tourist. Always stay within
designated trails, and consider including in your trip’s budget a donation
to Galapagos Conservancy or other organizations that are working to
counter the impact of the human population and tourism on the islands.
By supporting conservation efforts, you can help keep Galápagos a place
teeming with the extraordinary flora and fauna that sets it apart from
everywhere else on the planet.

